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Webmaster:
1.		What is your name?


2.		What is your grade level during the 2013-2014 school year?


3.		What is your current academic average?


4.		In your opinion, what percentage of the worksessions did you attend in the year 2012-13, and for how many hours did you stay on average? If your numbers here are small (use your 
judgement regarding what qualifies as small), tell me if you think your attendance will improve 
next year, and why.


5.		What have you accomplished for Spacesim during your entire time in the club?


6.		What is the URL of the central, freely-editable repository of Spacesim knowledge?


7.		Do you have a page on this site?


8.		Do you have any experience with wiki formatting?


9.		Tell us why you feel you are the best candidate for this job.


10.		 Draw a fish 


Director of Training:

1.		What is your name?


2.		What is your grade level during the 2013-2014 school year?


3.		What is your current academic average?


4.		In your opinion, what percentage of the worksessions did you attend in the year 2012-13, and for how many hours did you stay on average? If your numbers here are small (use your 
judgement regarding what qualifies as small), tell me if you think your attendance will improve 
next year, and why.


5.		What have you accomplished for Spacesim during your entire time in the club?


6.		Which pieces of software are you comfortable with?


7.		Name three members who are capable of training, and the pieces of software they are 
able to train in.


8.		Tell us why you feel you are the best candidate for this job


9.		 Draw a fish


Director of Resources


1.		What is your name?


2.		What is your grade level during the 2013-2014 school year?


3.		What is your current academic average?


4.		In your opinion, what percentage of the worksessions did you attend in the year 2012-13, and for how many hours did you stay on average? If your numbers here are small (use your 
judgement regarding what qualifies as small), tell me if you think your attendance will improve 
next year, and why.


5.		What have you accomplished for Spacesim during your entire time in the club?


6.		Which construction projects, if any, have you been a part of?


7.		Where would one be able to find screws, nails, nuts, bolts, and washers?


8.		What was your time in the scavenger hunt? (If you completed it.)

								
9.		Tell us why you feel you are the best candidate for this job

									
10.		Draw a fish10.	
